
Kensington Approach
At Kensington we believe the best way to generate steady, above-average positive returns with low 

volatility and downside exposure is to employ an active investment methodology that has the potential 
to recognize and measure consistent and repeating behavioral patterns in the financial markets.

Objective
The primary objective of the Kensington Active Advantage Strategy is to 
avoid drawdowns and participate in rising markets. The distinctness of this 
Strategy is its ability to participate in multiple market segments (equity, 
fixed income, cash) simultaneously and at varying degrees of exposure.

About Us
Kensington Asset Management 
specializes in powerful, data-driven 
decision models that apply to the 
equity and fixed income markets. 
Our focus is to help provide investors 
with confidence through quantitative 
analytics by attempting to participate in 
rising markets, while taking steps to help 
avoid exposure during times of market 
decline or volatility. Kensington Asset 
Management was founded by Bruce 
P. DeLaurentis, a quantitative pioneer 
with over 40 years of trading experience 
through numerous market cycles.

Developed from existing strategies that 
Kensington has been managing for more 
than a decade, the Active Advantage 
Fund brings our fixed income and 
equity approaches together to form 
an opportunistic strategy intended to 
perform across market cycles and reduce 
overall portfolio risk.

For More Information
info@kensingtonassetmanagement.com
KensingtonAssetManagement.com
877.891.1222

The Strategy will typically have exposure to both the equity and fixed income markets 
with flexibility to shift its overall asset allocation significantly in an effort to take 
advantage of prevailing market conditions. 

The integration of our time-tested equity and fixed income approaches creates a 
unique system able to quickly pivot risk exposure by dialing equity and fixed income 
exposure up or down when deemed appropriate. 

The primary objective is to avoid drawdowns and participate in rising markets. The 
distinctness of this Strategy is its ability to participate in multiple market segments 
(equity, fixed income, cash) simultaneously and at varying degrees of exposure.

Tactical Solution to a Balanced Strategy

ActiveAdvantageStrategy

Proprietary trend-following system generates distinct model postures 
depending on the combination of asset class Risk-On / Risk-Off signals, 
allowing the Strategy to shift asset class exposures significantly based 
upon model outputs.

Typically, the Strategy will have exposure to both equity and fixed 
income securities, but has the flexibility to go to a full Risk-Off position, 
allocating to only treasuries and / or cash equivalents. 

Alternatively, the Strategy can shift to more opportunistic postures, 
increasing exposure significantly to equities and high-yield fixed 
income when the consensus of non-correlated indicators predict 
relative strength in the market.

Target Allocations

For illustrative purposes only. May not be representative of actual portfolio allocation.



ActiveAdvantageStrategy

Allocation Ranges

Asset Class Low High Comments

Equities 0% 70%
The Strategy will typically allocate approximately 50 - 70% of its exposure to equity securities with a 
focus on “core” equities, with the ability to shift to higher beta when the systematic process dictates

Fixed Income 0% 50%
The Strategy will typically allocate approximately 30 - 50% of its exposure to fixed income 
instruments, primarily to higher-yielding fixed income securities

Cash & Treasuries 0% 100%
When market conditions are perceived to be less favorable, the Strategy will increase exposure to 
treasuries, cash & cash equivalents (e.g., money market instruments)

Performance Statistics (Composite Net)
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Kensington 
Active Advantage

S&P 500 Tr/ 
BbgAgg 50/50

Annualized Return 
Since Inception -7.02% -8.77%

Standard Deviation 7.22% 14.54%

Sharpe Ratio -1.34 -0.75

Sortino Ratio -1.48 -0.94

Maximum Drawdown -9.39% -19.17%

Upside Capture Ratio 26.08% —

Downside Capture Ratio 45.02% —

Correlation  0.67  1.00 

Net of 1.5% annual investment advisory fee

Source: Morningstar, Inc. 

As of 03/31/2023. Inception Date 12/31/2021. Standard Deviation: A measure of the dispersion of monthly returns from its mean return, also known as historical volatility. 
Sharpe Ratio: A risk-adjusted measure of a fund’s performance that indicates a fund’s return per unit of risk, defining risk as volatility (standard deviation). Sortino Ratio: 
A variation of the Sharpe Ratio that includes only the standard deviation of negative portfolio returns instead of the total standard deviation. Maximum Drawdown: 
A measure of the maximum loss from a peak to a trough of a portfolio or index, before a new peak is attained. Upside / Downside Capture Ratio: A measurement of 
performance relative to positive or negative periods for the benchmark. Correlation: A measurement of the degree to which two indices move in relation to each other.

Kensington Asset Management claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). Kensington Asset Management has been independently 
verified for the period of January 1, 2022 through December 31, 2022. An investment in securities involves risk, including the loss of principal. Returns are presented net of 
fees and include the reinvestment of all income. Performance represents past performance, which is not an indicator of future results. The benchmark is a 50/50 blend of 
the S&P 500 TR Index and the Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Index. 

©2023 Kensington Asset Management, LLC

Disclosures  
The Active Advantage Strategy is managed by Kensington Asset Management, LLC. Additional information about the Strategy and the adviser can be obtained 
by viewing company disclosure documents available upon request. Past performance is not indicative of future returns and the value of the investments and the 
income derived from them can go down as well as up. Future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of principal may occur. There is no guarantee any investment 
strategy will generate a profit or prevent a loss. Investing in securities involves risk, including loss of principal. The risks associated with this Strategy include general 
market risk, credit risk, interest rate risk or risk of the portfolio not performing as expected. 

Advisory services offered through Kensington Asset Management, LLC, Barton Oaks Plaza, Bldg II, 901 S Mopac Expy - Ste 225, Austin, TX 78746.

Risk / Return Since Inception


